Bug Release Notes
K3|pebblestone Cloud (Gen. 2) – June 2020
based on Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central 2020 Wave 1 (v16.0)

K3|pebblestone
7699 Matrix line is not updated when deleting a subline
When you delete a subline the matrix line in the SO and PO (check the others) is not
updated and shows incorrect quantity.

7693 Matrix issue in presales plan for opening matrix on item level
Error when opening matrix on bold item line. When opening matrix when you are on a colour
line you do not see the quantities until you click on the location.

7652 Document reports show incorrect addresses and document info
If you select multiple documents to print the first document shows the address and info from
the last document, the second document shows the address and info from the first
document, etc.

7653 Requisition worksheet is showing strange behaviour in de test environment
When carry out action message and decided to cancel the carry out the Matrix line
disappears and only sublines without quantities are there. You need to go out of the
worksheet and go back into the matrix line again.

7627 Price in a sales lines is not shown directly
When a user creates a sales line for an item without variants the price is not shown until you
move away from the line and back again.

7718 Sales return order matrix is not bold
In the Sales return order line when in the matrix quantities has been filled the field quantity
had no bold quantity to show.

7668 dropshipment issues in requisition worksheet
Placing an order on purchasing code Drop. It is possible to get dales order into Req
worksheet.
But when carry out plan there is an error message “ you cannot change variant code”

7652 Document reports show incorrect addresses and document info
If you select multiple documents to print the first document shows the address and info from
the last document, the second document shows the address and info from the first
document, etc.
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7806 Samples all genders
There is no warning anymore if you have selected 1 samples size and you would change it.
You can select multiple sizes as a sample.

7758 Copy document does not correctly set PF fields
Create a sales order and insert an item and a comment line. Ship and Invoice the sales
order.
Create a sales return order using Copy Document. sSlect the invoice just created and select
Recalculate Lines.
The result is a comment line without a description (K3PF Description)

7789 Auto cancel remainder is not working in OTC direct
The function of auto cancel remainder is no longer working correctly. When auto cancel
remainder was checked the leftover quantities where not posted as auto cancel remainder.

7697 Item receipt lines only shows the first variant
In item receipt lines only the first variant is shown

7714 Item Reclassification Journal | Error entering quantities in matrix
Error entering quantities in matrix.

7797 Cannot delete purchase line
It was not possible to delete the purchase line.

7845 Issue with adding sizes on the item card
You can decide up front which sizes to copy to a new item but when you want to select more
sizes afterwards it is not adding them.
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